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OFFICIAL CUMULATIVE BASKETBALL STATISTICS 
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1 Include all games played from start of season rather than just 
game5 played since last report. 
2. Include only games played against four-year degree-
9ranting institutions. 
3. All playoff games and tournament games are to be included 
in your final report. 
4. The home team's statistics are official. 
FIELD GOAL ATTEMPTS: Any attempt to make a basket, including 
controlled tips and blocked shots is a field goal attempt. Don't 
charge an attempt when a player is charged with violation or a foul is 
called unless the basket is allowed. 
FREE THROW ATTEMPT: Do not charge an attempt when a lane 
violation is allowed . 
A REBOUND MUST BE CREDITED for every missed goal if the ball 
becomes or continues to be alive. 
A REBOUND IS CREDITED TO A PLAYER who recovers a live ball 
which has missed scoring a goal (field or free). The recovery may be 
accomplished· (1) by gaining control of the ball; or (2) by tippinq or 
REPORTERS: Name: 
batting the ball 1n an attempt to score a goal; or (3) by tipping or 
batting the ball to a teammate so that teammate or another member 
of his team is the first to gain control of it . 
A REBOUND IS CREDITED TO THE TEAM: (1) which is awarded the 
ball for a throw-111 if the ball has gone out of bounds after a missed 
goal : or (2) which recovers the tip if a held ball is called after a missed 
goal: (3) which is awarded the ball for a throw-in or free throw if a 
violation or foul has been called immediately followi.,g a missed 
90111. 
INDIVIDUAL REBOUNDS PLUS TEAM REBOUNDS EQUAL the 
number of missed field goals plus the number of missed free throws 
after which the ball remains alive. 
A TURN-OVER OCCURS: {a) when a team, after gaining control of 
the ball, losses it to the opponent before the ball is in flight following 
a try for goal (field or free}: or (b) when a team, awarded the ball for a 
throw-in , loses ii due to a violation or foul because before the throw-
in ends; or (cl when the opponents of the thrower-in gain control of 
the ball following the throw-in. 
AN ASSIST is a pass made to a playe( who makes a try and scores 
directly or who does not dribble more than twice before making a try 
and scoring . 
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